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Here is an image from the reader that beautifully rebuilt and restored this Atlas 10-inch metal lathe model V42 with serial number 05140. This is an old version of the Atlas 10 inch lam because it has a babbitt bronze bushes and does not have a pull handle to attract the power of the cross poop on the apron. We actually used to have a similar model in our store. The reader said
that he has our parts and instructions guide for this lam that we have here: ATLAS/CRAFTSMAN 10-F Series Metal Lathe Parts Guide This guide covers the following models. For Atlas timken bearing straps: with horizontal counter-step-cat. Nos.: TH36, TH42, TH48, TH54 with vertical countershaft-cat. Nos.: TV36, TV42, TV48, TV54 For Atlas Babbitt bearings: with horizontal
countershaft-cat. Nos.: H36, H42, H48, H54 with vertical counter-step-cat. Nos.: V36, V42, V48, V54 For Atlas fast change lathes: Cat. Nos.: KC42 and KK54 This guide covers the basics. This explains the lubricant and marks the various lat controls. The reader said he would like more information about the work of the straps. He's not the only person who asked us about it, which
is why we carry a guide to lat and machinist table books, which is full of almost everything you would like to know to get started, and also contains information about the transmission and machinist tables for carving. The problem with these books is that Atlas and Craftsman have sold thousands of them over many decades. They made changes to the books as they made changes
to the straps, but they never spoke on the cover or in a book that covers by hand what are vintage and the size of the lat. We have collected over 25 of these books and done research for you, and we have one that covers this machine on the link below: Atlas Craftsman Guide Lathe Operation Book for 10 Standard Send Your Car Do You Want to Know More About Your Machine?
Email us your photo details and we'll collect the best information we can find. In addition, we can get input from other readers to help you learn more. Also, feel free to email us if you want us to share your car on our website. Send your information via email info@ozarkwoodworker.com: you've received these images of the atlas 12×36 bench top metal fret. This is a satin metal rook
model 3983. They were produced in the 60s. Atlas also made this lathe with a fast gearbox. If you bought this rook without a quick transfer of the box, Atlas sold it separately with instructions on how to install it here: ATLAS/CRAFTSMAN 12 New Fast Changes Gear Box Installation, Instructions and Parts Guide Reader said he has our parts and instructions guide for this lam that
we have here: ATLAS / CRAFTSMAN 12 Metal lathe 3980,3981,3982,3983,3990,3991 Parts Guide Guide the guide covers the basics. This explains the lubricant and marks the various lat controls. The reader said he would like more information about the work of the straps. He didn't the person who asked us about it, which is why we carry the Lathe Operations Guide and
Machinist Tables book, which is full of almost everything you would like to know to get started, as well as it contains on gear and machinist tables for carving. The problem with these books is that Atlas and Craftsman have sold thousands of them over many decades. They made changes to the books as they made changes to the straps, but they never spoke on the cover or in a
book that covers by hand what are vintage and the size of the lat. We've collected over 20 of these books and done research for you, and we have what covers this rook is one here: Atlas Craftsman's Guide to Lathe Operations Book for 12 Cross Pullfeed-Knob This book covers the new style of 12 lathes that Atlas produced, and it specifically covers the one that pull the handle to
attract cross-channel power. Atlas also did so with a lever mechanism to bring power to the cross feed that we have here. Both books cover a lair with and without a transmission. Do you have one of these lathes, ordo do you have anything else you would like to add about its history or use? Please add your comments below. Send your car do you want to know more about your
car? Email us your photo details and we'll collect the best information we can find. In addition, we can get input from other readers to help you learn more. Also, feel free to email us if you want us to share your car on our website. Email information on the info@ozarkwoodworker.com: if you're reading free preview pages from 7 to 16 don't show up in this preview. You read free
preview pages from 20 to 38 do not appear in this preview. You read free preview pages from 47 to 55 do not appear in this preview. You read free preview pages from 61 to 99 do not appear in this preview. You read free preview pages from 105 to 112 do not appear in this preview. You read free preview pages from 119 to 120 do not appear in this preview. You read free preview
pages from 129 to 136 do not appear in this preview. Continuation: One very useful feature common to all versions of 9, 10 and 12-inch lathes was the huge number of streams of resin that could be created - achieved by using a cleverly designed multi-layered changewheel arm that allowed an almost infinite variety of wheel mechanisms to be created. Most streams between 4
and 96 t.p.i. can only be obtained using a standard set of change wheels: 2 x 20t, 24t, 32t, 36t, 40t, 44t, 46t, 48t, 52t, 54t, and 3 x 64t (although the gear set comes may well have different years). When a section was added to the handbook, which, oddly enough, was absent from the first edition of 1937, although space was provided for its addition, the bulk of the publication
consisted of diagrams showing how to organize not only pitches and channels, but also ways of creating a huge number of wire winding options. All Atlas 9-inch, 10-inch and 12-inch straps used 16DP wheels with 14.5-degree pressure angle, face width 0.375, well 0.753 and double key track width 0.1875. The gears are interchangeable through the models for extension that they
fit on the same studs, but one of the 9-inch have a thinner central boss. The Model D, registered for only one year, was also released as a simplified version of the Model E, as part of the Atlas Unit Plan system. After the D came long lived, the power of the cross-feed Model F - which was not only completely redesigned apron, but also leadcrew increased in diameter from 5/8 to
3/4. Just before the introduction of F, the opportunity to redesign and significantly improve the upper assembly of the slide, the base casting of which was originally in the ICAC, the material unsuitable for strains is attached by two T bolts in the circular slot T, cut to the top side of the cross slide (the front support bolt can be seen in the picture above). As the base casting was
tightened down - and almost certainly aggravated by taking heavy cuts - the casting distorted and caused the slide to bind. The atlas solved the problem by switching to cast iron and turning on a thick pole cast as part of a cross slide over which the top slide fell. Square bolts, passing through the bottom of the two top-slide cast, pushed the short, beveled end of the bars against an
inverted conical face to the post and so drew it down tightly. After World War II, english latte Raglan used an exact replica of this design - a feature that was to prove reliable and utterly irrevocable. Oddly enough, one of the omissions from Atlas's extensive range of accessories was a full-length T-slotted cross slide, suitable overall for years on most small British lathes and one
that greatly enhances their versatility. If you want a T-slotted cross slide for your Atlas lathes.co.uk sometimes have them available. Illustrated below, the first 10-inch (10.25 x 24.5) satin rook was introduced in 1934; The machine was significantly more reliable than the two-year series-9 it replaced, especially in the headgear area, where a completely redesigned casting led to a
much tighter structure. The bolts in the back of the headgear were a conventional backgear assembly, and this, combined with a two-way pulley drive from engine to counter-step, Overall the appearance of the rest of the machine was not much different from the original model - and another two years were due before the next revision, the 1936 Model D, considered many of the
machine's remaining flaws (the D designation does not appear in catalogs, but was used on the cast parts of the lat and became an abbreviated reference to this model). After the introduction of the very successful Model F in 1937 (F was a proper listing catalog) no significant changes were made until the arrival, in 1947, of a quick change of screw boxes q42 and and and increase
the thickness of the bed path to 1/2 . Two of the selectors on the original gearboxes were in zamaka and, unfortunately, if they were carelessly treated, they are prone to rupture. They were replaced by those in cast iron and, at the time of writing, 2020, still available from Clausing.Enormously improved in almost every area of the Model D aggravated were long, stiffened leg beds,
the saddle was given a weapon that narrows in thickness to the outer edges, the link slide is redesigned into more reliable lines and connections slides equipped with micron zero dials. The headgear was even more frozen, and the tail part, fortified and redesigned to reach further above the wagon, was secured by a dip-oilman (often holding a poisonous white lead) to lubricate the
back. The change wheel cover, now in cast aluminium (or plastic when built in the UK) kept a fast spring-laden catch and some versions, especially those intended for use in educational and educational institutions, were available with completely guarding drive belts. Swing straps were 101/4 and between the options centers 18, 24, 30 and 36 are all available. 16 expandable
speeds were provided, approximately 28 to 2072 rpm, depending on the engine used. Spindel was bored through 25/32, held 3 Morse cone center and was given a useful 60 hole, a piston blocked by an indexing device; the tail section was The No.2 Morse. Because the backgear assembly was bolted into the back of the headgear it allowed the machine to be offered without them
in simpler useful versions at a lower price. Two countershaft designs were offered, both with (screw down) grease cups smeared with Hyatt roller bearings, held as part of a simple, but ingenious self-level housing design: Horizontal bolted on a bench at the back of the bar (and made the entire assembly quite deep front to back), while the vertical was attached to the back of the
bed and headstock As offered in the standard form the vertical type was not equipped with a belt-run guard (but the separate guards were mounted on the rear scissors), while the horizontal type was bent with a more ready However, at considerable cost to vertical and horizontal counter-schafs, there is an all-encompassing security corps that has been dedicated to schools and
other educational institutions. While simple models are relatively easy to dismantle to change the V-belt, the roller bearing models require a complete dismantling of the headgear. In the latter case (to save time and avoid damage bearings) it is almost certainly best to use an industrial T-link communication belt. Atlas catalogs contain a lot of interesting data: Unfortunately, it seems
that the company released them (until 1939) in chronological sequence, not by that is, there is the first lat sales folder was 5, the second No. 8 and the third No. 15 - the spaces filled with literature for other lines. If any reader catalogs other than those shown here the writer will be very interesting to hear from you. Atlas Lathe's Manual of Operation Fortunately, the guide produced
by Atlas for their 10-inch and 12-inch lathes is an excellent edition for, rather than just telling you about foam, giving what can be seen as complete instructions for its use. Not only are the main turns and screwdrivers covered, but the items are as varied as the turn tree, cutting tools, reel winding, material, holding work, drilling and use attachments. The manual has been released
in a number of publications with the first, since 1937, related to the use of glue and staples. This was followed by a spiral wire-bound type, the wire appears to have been of three types in one, two or three parts - these early editions did not contain significant screwcutting and carriage feed dates, Section 7, although the head tab was always there, but without content. The carving
data - it really was comprehensive - was available later as a separate bound volume, and also finally linked in inches to the third binding used by the fingers in white plastic, just like the common spiral bindings used today, but much thicker material and another step. Finally, in 1988, the last edition was published and returned to the form of wire binding. Reprints were produced
every year from 1938 to 1952, and then in 1954, 1955, 1957, 1960, 1961, 1963, 1965, 1967, 1968, 1970, 1971, 1973, 1974, 1975, 1978 and then unknown number until 1988. Until 1953, all editions and reissues were copyrighted 1937. In 1957, when the new 12-inch Atlas was announced, the manual changed to reflect this - and identical lats under the Craftsman brand. Master...
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